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ECTACO® jetBook® Series eReaders 

jetBook® COLOR 
 

 
 

Using the latest technology and the world's first Triton Color E Ink screen the jetBook Color was originally focused on the 
education market for students to keep track of their schedules, check homework, and eventually replace all paper textbooks. 
With the success experienced in Eastern Europe, we've decided to release the jetBook Color worldwide so everyone can 
enjoy an eReading device with tons of functionality and a non-backlit display that's safe on the eyes. Virtually unlimited 
format support and endless battery life make the jetBook Color the best device for school work, business documents, leisure 
reading and everything in between. 

www.jetbookcolor.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 
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jetBook® K-12 

  
The jetBook® K-12 educational eBook reader is an obvious solution that pairs course material with something every student 
finds interesting – technology! The jetBook® K-12 raises interest and awareness in learning through eBook technology while 
simultaneously keeping teachers and students organized. 

www.jetbookK12.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

jetBook® K-12 Lite 

     
The jetBook K-12 Lite is specifically designed to Aid teachers 
in the classroom and provide an interactive learning 
experience for students. 

www.jetbookK12.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

jetBook® mini 

 
Read more for less! The jetBook mini is the most 
affordable, lightest, and versatile e book reader ever made. 
Tweaking energy consumption to its absolute minimum, the 
jetBook mini now runs on 4 AAA batteries (Energizer 
batteries included) and lasts up to 90 hours of continuous 
reading and 2 years in standby mode! It boasts the 
signature 5"TFT screen but now weighs only 5.8 ounces - 
making it the lightest eReader to date. 

www.jetbookmini.com 
 sales@ectaco.com 
1-800-784-8444
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ECTACO® Partner ®, iTravl® NTL, SpeechGrad®-Series and other eTranslators 

Partner® LUX 

 
Partner LUX – Language Learning System and Universal Travel Companion running on Android  
This multifunctional learning device has everything you need for Language Studies, Entertainment, 
Internet, Social Networking, News, Foreign Language Communication, Reading and Games. 
Learning a language has never been this easy or portable before now! Simply put, you can learn an 
ENTIRE LANGUAGE with the help of the Partner LUX or you can have it talk for you. The Language 
Teacher program provides language learning to the fullest, and will have you speaking in no time no 
matter what your level of experience is. Speech recognition and speech to speech translation modules 
will listen to your pronunciation of foreign words, phrases, dialogues, and full sentences giving you 
feedback along the way. The new U-Learn feature even lets you learn hands and eyes free! More than 
5 language games and programs will ensure learning is not only interactive but fun. Don't have time to 
learn? Well, then start communicating now! Voice activated phrases and a Full Text Translator will 
allow you to interact with people in your target language without having to learn it. All 14,000 voice-
activated phrases are spoken in a real human voice to facilitate understanding and includes a massive 
human-voice talking dictionary. A full electronic translator with 5” touchscreen,  physical keyboard and 
Internet access with thousands of apps  make the Partner LUX not only sophisticated but also 
extremely easy to use. 

www.ectaco.com/Partner-LUX/  
 sales@ectaco.com 
1-800-784-8444 
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iTravl® NTL 

   

 
The greatest travel companion you could ask for – 
plus it fits into your pocket! Whether you are 
learning a language to travel to your dream 
destination or if you just need a quick and easy 
translation, the iTRAVL is here to help. Real time 
interactive learning programs like the Language 
Teacher and U-Learn go step by step teaching 
you a basic and advanced curriculum for language 
learning starting with Alphabets and going all the 
way to Dialogues. 

www.ectaco.com/info/iTravl-NTL/

 sales@ectaco.com

1-800-784-8444 

iTravl® NTL Deluxe 
 

The ECTACO iTRAVL Deluxe package comes 
complete with the ECTACO iTRAVL handheld, 
AC adapter, the ECTACO/C-Pen Scanner, an 
SD card which contains the dedicated linguistic 
content of the device plus everything you need 
to get started including a rechargeable battery, a 
cradle for PC connection and charging, 
headphones, case, bonus CD, and the 
Ectaco/C-Pen connection. 

www.ectaco.com/info/iTravl-NTL/

 sales@ectaco.com

1-800-784-8444 
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Partner® P900 

 
The new Partner 900 series devices represent our most advanced handhelds. It includes everything 
you need to communicate and learn a foreign language. With their unsurpassed language 
management utilities, the 900 line offers a range of the most sought after resources including 
unbeatable talking translating Dictionaries, an Audio PhraseBook with over 14,000 pre-recorded 
phrases spoken aloud using True Voice human pronunciation, advanced Speech Recognition 
modules and a Talking 39 language Picture Dictionary with pronunciation for all words. 

www.ectaco.com/info/900-Series/
 sales@ectaco.com
1-800-784-8444 

Partner® P900 Deluxe 

 
Partner 900 model with ECTACO® / C-Pen® 
Scanner. 

www.ectaco.com/info/900-Series/
 sales@ectaco.com
1-800-784-8444

Partner® P900 Grand 

 
Partner 900 model with ECTACO® / C-Pen® 
Scanner and GPS Receiver. 

www.ectaco.com/info/900-Series/
 sales@ectaco.com
1-800-784-8444
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SpeechGuard® 

 
Thousands of commands, phrases, and questions can be issued without looking at the device. 
Phrases are designed to be 100% recognized in a hand free/eye free extreme noise environment. 
Speak up to 3 words and have a phrase completely issued. Establish multiple user profiles. 
Text Translation. Two-way communication at it's best! Type a word or sentence in English or the 
target language and have it instantly translated into text and speech. 
Cultural Notes. Get familiar with the cultural nuances of the communities you are dealing with. 
Professional Audio Commands. Select any of thousands of industry specific phrases/questions and 
have them spoken in human voice instantly in the language you select! 
Tactical Commands. Speak 2 or 3 keywords in high noise environments and have full phrases 
spoken on your behalf. All done hands free/eyes free! 
Language Teacher. Learn to phonetically speak new languages accurately with the aid of an 
audio/visual analyzer! 
Audio Player. Play MP3 files or record your conversations for future reference. 

www.speechguard.com  
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 
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Partner® XM500 
Multilingual Translator 

 
Loaded with 126 languages, you can select and 
translate between each one instantly. Whether it’s 
Yao to Zulu or Teso to Dutch, simply select the 
pair and you’re on your way. The collection 
includes the most diverse languages in the world 
for true lovers of linguistics. Designed to let 
anyone understand and communicate instantly, 
the XM500 features all the latest programming 
advances. The XM500 employs sophisticated TTS 
(Text-To-Speech) voice synthesis to speak its 
entries in the most popular languages aloud so 
you don’t have to. 

www.ectaco.com/xm500/  
 sales@ectaco.com 
1-800-784-8444 

Multilanguage Universal 
Translator ML350 

 
This multilingual translator contains everything 
you need to travel the world in comfort and 
style. The extensive database (55,000 words) 
allows instant translation between French, 
Russian, German, Spanish, Italian, Finnish, 
Turkish, Polish, Czech and English. The 
confidence this will give you in almost any 
situation is incredible. And when combined with 
the more than 700 pre-loaded phrases for use in 
everyday and emergency situations, you'll never 
be at a loss for words no matter where you are! 

www.ectaco.com/ML350/ 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

English <-> Spanish 
Partner ES-X5 

 
This is the most popular of our bilingual systems 
for English and Spanish. Able to synthesize 
English and Spanish speech, it contains a 
database of over 1,000,000 words that include 
professional terms, phrases and everyday 
expressions and idioms. Loaded with scores of 
useful extras to help you along, it also includes a 
phrasebook containing more than 1,000 phrases 
and a Russian <-> Spanish dictionary. This ultra-
smart handheld will come to your aid in many 
commonly encountered situations and 
environments. 

www.ectaco.com/Partner-ES-X5d/ 
  sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Partner XL-1500 
Multilingual Talking 
Dictionary 

 
Featuring an absolutely unique combination of 
language pairs and voice output capabilities, it is 
the only handheld dictionary to contain 
synthesized TTS (text-to-speech) functionality in 
English, Arabic, Chinese (Mandarin), Dutch, 
French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, 
Russian, Spanish within the same device. A 
giant leap forward for modern electronic 
translation, the ECTACO Partner XL-1500 
Multilingual Talking Dictionary is absolutely one-
of-a-kind. Never before has it been so easy to 
communicate in so many languages. 

www.ectaco.com/ECTACO-XL1500/  
  sales@ectaco.com 
1-800-784-8444 
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ECTACO® Products Accessories 

Books on 32GB 
microSD Card 

 
for: jetBook® COLOR, 
jetBook® K-12, jetBook®    
K-12-Lite 

www.ectaco.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Leather Pouch 

 
for: jetBook® COLOR  

www.ectaco.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Mini USB car 
charger 

 

www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?d
o=products-
view_item&item=16601 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Pro Headset 
w/Microphone 

 
for: jetBook® COLOR, 
jetBook® K-12, 
jetBook® K-12-Lite 

www.ectaco.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Li-ion Battery 

 
for: jetBook® COLOR, 
jetBook® K-12, jetBook® K-
12-Lite, Partner® 900, 
iTravl® Models 

www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?d
o=products-
view_item&item=16908 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Solar Charger 

 
for: jetBook® COLOR, 
jetBook® K-12, jetBook®       
K-12-Lite, jetBook® mini 

www.ectaco.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Stylus 

 
for: jetBook® COLOR  

www.ectaco.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

GPS Receiver 
with maps 

 
For iTravl®, 
SpeechGuard®, Partner® 
Models. 

 
www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?
do=products-
view_item&item=20869  

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Earlight 

 
for: jetBook® COLOR, 
jetBook® K-12, jetBook®       
K-12-Lite, jetBook® mini 

 
www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?d
o=products-
view_item&item=19462 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

External 
Speaker 

 
for: jetBook® COLOR, 
jetBook® K-12, jetBook®       
K-12-Lite 

 
www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?do
=products-
view_item&item=19238 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

ECTACO®/ 
C-Pen® 

Handheld 
Scanner 

Scans texts, converts and 
translates it into your 
jetBook® , iTravl®, 
SpeechGuard®, Partner® 
Models. 

www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?d
o=products-
view_item&item=19401 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Leather Pouch 

 
for: jetBook® mini 

 
http://www.ectaco.com/jbm-
pouch/ 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 
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Charger with 
Rechargeable 
Batteries  

 
for: jetBook® mini, Partner®  

www.ectaco.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

32 GB 
microSD Card 
w/Adapter 

 
for: jetBook® mini 

www.ectaco.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Silicone Pouch 

 
for: jetBook® K-12, 
jetBook® K-12-Lite 

www.ectaco.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Neck Strap 

 
for: jetBook® K-12, 
jetBook® K-12-Lite, 
jetBook® mini 

www.ectaco.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Cradle 

 
for: jetBook® K-12, 
jetBook® K-12-Lite 

www.ectaco.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Fabric Pouch 

 
for: jetBook® K-12, 
jetBook® K-12-Lite,  
jetBook® mini 

www.ectaco.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Fabric Pouch 

 
for: Partner® 900, XM500, ML 
350, XL1500, & etc. Models 
 

www.ectaco.com 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Foreign Travel 
Kit TS-417AA 

 
www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?
do=products-
view_item&item=4132 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Language-Pairs 
of your choice 
on 2 GB SD 
Card 

 
For iTravl® Models 

www.ectaco.com/products/ac
cessories/ECTACO-iTRAVL-
Deluxe-NTL-9C/  

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Multilingual 
Packs of your 
choice on 2 GB 
SD Card  

 
For iTravl® Models 

www.ectaco.com/products/ac
cessories/ECTACO-iTRAVL-
Deluxe-NTL-9C/  

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444

Language-Pairs 
of your choice 
on 2 GB SD 
Card 

 
For Partner® 900 Models 

 
www.ectaco.com/products/ac
cessories/ECTACO-Partner-
ER900/ 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Multilingual 
Packs of your 
choice on 2 
GB SD Card  

 
For Partner® 900 Models 

 
www.ectaco.com/products/
accessories/ECTACO-
Partner-ER900/ 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 
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HM-28 iTravl 
professional 
mike 

 

www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?d
o=products-
view_item&item=16643 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Accessory Pack

 
World Travel Adapter Kit, 
Ectaco SD Card Reader, Mini 
USB Connection Cable, 
Professional Headset With 
Microphone, Storage Pouch 

 
www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?do
=products-
view_item&item=20033 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444

Compact Multi-
Card Reader 

  
 

www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?d
o=products-
view_item&item=7497  

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

International 
miniUSB 
charger  

 
www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?
do=products-
view_item&item=16642 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

AC/DC miniUSB 
Adapter 

 

www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?d
o=products-
view_item&item=19756 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Car Holder 

 
for: Partner® 900, iTravl®, 
SpeechGuard®. Models 
 

www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?do
=products-
view_item&item=19400 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444

USB-miniUSB 
Cable 

 

www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?d
o=products-
view_item&item=16597 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Microphone/Ea
rphone set 

 
for: Partner® 900, jetBook® 
K-12, iTravl®, 
SpeechGuard®. Models 

www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?
do=products-
view_item&item=16600 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

White ear/mic 
phones  

 
www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?d
o=products-
view_item&item=16644 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Partner® 900 
Engraving 

 
www.ectaco.com/main.jsp?do
=products-
view_item&item=20246 

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Extra Stylus 
 

for: Partner® 900, Partner® 
LUX, iTravl®, 
SpeechGuard®. Models 

 www.ectaco.com/Extra-
Slylus-for-iTRAVL/  

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Bluetooth 
ECTACO®/        
C-Pen®  

 

www.ectaco.com/bluetooth-
cpen/  

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 
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Lingovosoft® Translation Software for Windows & Mac, iPhone, iPod, iPad, 
and Android devices 

NEW! Android applications 

 
Lingvosoft® is happy to introduce a whole new line of talking dictionary software for Android operated 
mobile devices. The new apps do not require any internet connection so you can start using the 
software right after you download and register the product. 
The new dictionaries boast a multilingual interface and feature advanced voice output for over 
1,000,000 words depending on the language. 
The main features include: 
 Comprehensive and fully updated bilingual, bidirectional vocabulary database 
 Translations complete with parts of speech, gender, comments, transcriptions, and examples 
 Advanced TTS (text-to-speech) functionality 
 Real human voice output available for the most popular languages 
 English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Polish and Russian display language options 
 Quick paste and translate (translates a selected word in other applications with just one click) 
 Input Line search finds any word matching the sequence of symbols you enter 
 History function to view and select previously entered words 
 Integrated support for C-Pen© Bluetooth scanner for text input 

 https://play.google.com/store/apps/developer?id=Ectaco-LingvoSoft&hl=en 
 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

iPhone, iPod, and iPad 
Apps 

 
LingvoSoft is happy to present a long-awaited 
release of our brand new translation and language 
learning software for the iPhone, iPod Touch and 
iPad: 
• Talking Dictionaries 
• Talking Phrasebooks 
• U-Learn 
• Language Teacher 
• Linguistic Crosswords 
• Audio Keyboards 

http://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/lingvosoft/id32581
2283  

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

Software for Windows 
and Mac 

 
Suites, Dictionaries, FlashCards, PhraseBooks, 
Language Support, Machine Translators, 
Picture Dictionary software, Language Speech 
Interpreters, Travel Software, Handheld 
Emulators, Software Bundles and more. 

 www.lingvosoft.com/Software-For-
Windows/  

 sales@ectaco.com  
1-800-784-8444 

 


